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We are a family owned event company 
serving Brantford, Ohsweken, Six Nations, 
and surand surrounding communities with exciting, 
stress-free events. We specialize in helping 
companies and festivals raise the bar on their 
events and deliver the ultimate event experience 
for their guests, while making your job in the 

process stress free.





FOAM PARTY
Throw a party that’s fun for all 
ages! Everybody loves a foam 
party, and this package has 
you covered with a foam 
cannon and pit. 
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Premium Wrecking BallPremium Wrecking BallPremium Wrecking Ball
Lookout below! In our 
premium inatable 
wrecking ball, four 

contestants stand on four 
pillars and try to wreck 
each other off. Last one 
standing wins! 

This interacve game is great for all 
ages! It is a signature attracon 
at any event. Three opponents 
face off against each other 
on their air filled ponies and 

                            race to  the finish line. The   
                    rider with the fastest 

steed wins!

INTERACTIVE GAMES

Pony Hops



Human Whack-a-Mole

JUNGLE MAZE
IT’S THE CIRRRCLE, 
THE CIRCLE OF 
LIIIIIFE!!!  *ahem* 
Well, it’s more of a  
square really. Breathe 
some life into your 
next event with this 
jungle themed jungle themed 
inatable maze.  

Have you ever wanted to take a 
hammer to some of your 
friends heads? No? Well,  don’t 
worry the hammer in this 
human-sized game 
of whack-a-mole 
is soft and 
squissquishy, just 
like you. Just 
kidding of course! 

INTERACTIVE GAMES



1 on 1 JoustDeliver a knockout 
good time to your 
next event with this 
soft padded gladiator 
style joust arena!

Shoot and score with this human-sized twist on a timeless classic! 

INTERACTIVE GAMES



70’ OBSTACLE COURSE

OBSTACLE COURSES

35’ OBSTACLE COURSES

Challenge your guests with these unique inatable obstacle courses. Both 
include a climbing wall, slides, and more!

Extra extra long for 
extra extra fun! This massive 
70 footer is a must have for all ages. 
Includes slides, climbing walls, and 
much more! Book it for your next event 
and get extra compliments from guests!



BOUNCERS

Old MacDonald had 
a...blast in this barnyard 
themed MOOOOOnwalk! 
Parents will have a perfect 
barnside view of all the 

farm fun while the kiddos pal 
around with the playful 

collecollection of inatable animals on 
the inside. Don’t chicken out on your 
next event. Book this ZOOper 
inatable attraction today! 

MICKEY MOUSE
CLUBHOUSE
We’re not GOOFing around when 
we say this Disney character 
themed bouncer will be a big hit 
with your young guests. All of 

Mickey’s friends are in attendance. 
It’s a cartoon party inside and out.  
You’ll get so MINI complements on 
this attraction, you’re sure to live this attraction, you’re sure to live 

happily ever after! 



22' TROPICAL SLIDE
22 tropical feet of exciting slide! 
This dual lane slide will have 
your kiddos climbing and sliding 
their way to tropical tiredness.

DRY SLIDE

It’s a 
bird! It’s a 
plane! It’s a big hit at 
your next event! Your young guests 
will be SUPER excited to run, jump, and 
fly their way into this super hero themed 
bounce house. Don’t be the supervillain 
of your next event, book this bouncer!of your next event, book this bouncer!



JUNGLE 

COMBO
Ice Princess 
Combo

Tropical 
Combo

RAW 
CO

COMBOS-

All of our combos include a large 
bouncing area with a basketball net, a 
large slide, and a roof that is designed 
to protect from sun and light rain.



 Dual Lane 
Tropical 
Combo
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DUAL LANE 

COMBOS

-

Our Dual Lane Combos all 
include a large bounce area, a 
basketball net, and 
TWO SLIDES!
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E 
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      Dual Lane 
Pirate
Combo

DUAL LANE COMBOS



Sink a basket, score a 
touchdown, hit a 
homerun - all at the 
same time? Yes! This 
combo sport themed 
attraction gives you 
three ways to win. 

3-in-1 SPORTS INFLATABLE

SPORTS 



SPORTS 

Soccer Darts Mini All Stars

   1-on-1 
Basketball

2 Minute Drill



WATER 

COMBOS -
All of our water combos include a large 
bouncing area with a basketball net, a large 
water slide, a pool at the end of the slide, 
and a roof that is designed to protect from 

sun and light rain.
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Tropical Water 
      Slide Combo 

Dual Lane

Sports Water 
Combo



22' TROPICAL SLIDE

WATER ATTRACTIONS

Giant slip and slide

22 tropical feet of exciting slide! 
This dual lane slide will have 
your kiddos climbing and sliding 
their way to tropical tiredness.



CARNIVAL GAMES



Dunk 
Tank

CARNIVAL GAMES



Ashlee’s Events provides free party rental delivery service to the communities 
of Brantford, Ohsweken, Paris, Burford, and St. George. While we do deliver to 
areas outside those communities, we have a minimum order that must be met. 
For questions about delivery service or your specic location, feel free to give 

us a call (519) 900-5062 and we will be hapy to assist you!



Info@AshleesEvents.com

(519) 900-5062
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